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1. Guidelines for Research Concept Note 

 

A concept note is a brief documentation of initial ideas about a proposed research project or activity 
to be carried out at PRI. All activities requiring planning and investment of resources including 
workdays of staff and researchers, logistics, and finance must begin with a concept note which 
should be prepared by a researcher responsible for the theme concerned or by someone assigned 
to the job by his/her supervisor. 

 

1. Concept Note for Research 

As Policy Research Institute (PRI) is mandated to carry out policy research that inherently intends 
to impact specific policies, all research proposals must specify what policies are targeted and what 
intended outcomes are expected of the research. PRI may also receive requests from the 
government for specific information that may be acquired from a focused investigation. Such 
studies do not necessarily target specific policies right away. The purpose and the scope of the 
proposed research, therefore, must be clear before writing a concept note. 

Concept note on policy research should be prepared as a condensed and indicative research 
proposal with major elements of research and suggested implementation plan.  

Include the following elements in the concept note: 

A. Origination 

1. Author  
2. Context for the concept note (what led to the concept note) 

B. About Research 

1. Context/background for the research (knowledge gap, policy gap) 
2. Justification of the research (knowledge generation, policy implication) 
3. Research objectives 
4. Key research questions (Note: these are the questions that are going to be answered at the 

end of the project. The questions must be informed by the research objectives.) 
5. Tentative research methodology  

a. Data collection methods 
b. Analytical approach 

6. Expected outcome of the research (knowledge and beneficiary policies) 
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C. About Project Implementation 

1. PRI Thematic Cluster (specify the PRI Thematic Cluster and responsible person) 
2. Implementation modality (PRI in-house research team, institutional partners, individual 

consultant) 
3. Tentative date of implementation (tentative project period) 
4. Estimated budget (with options) 

 

2. Concept Note for activity 

A concept note for activity at PRI must be prepared with sufficient information and a roadmap 
for carrying out the activity.  

Provide the following information in the concept note: 

A. Origination 

1. Author 
2. Context for the concept note (what led to the concept note) 

B. About Activity 

1. The context for the activity 
2. Justification of the activity 
3. Major tasks in the activity  
4. Implementation modality (who will carry out which task) 
5. Tentative date of the activity 
6. Estimated budget (with options) 
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2. Guidelines for Policy Research Proposal 
 
 
Policy Research Institute (PRI) is a think tank of the Government of Nepal formed, pursuant to the 
Policy Research Institute Board (Formation) Ordinance 2075), to assist the government to 
formulate informed and evidence-based public policies through policy research and analysis. PRI 
caters to the need of the government and stakeholders of public policy with high quality knowledge 
products generated through rigorous scientific research and meticulous analysis and evaluation of 
public policies in close collaboration with the government, academia and the public at large.  
 
PRI’s knowledge products are informed by objectivity in approach and quality in outcomes. 
Quality is ensured by applying scientific rigor in research design, data collection and analysis, on 
the one hand; and by critically analyzing existing public policies, on the other. Based on the 
outcomes of these processes, effective and actionable policy recommendations are generated and 
submitted to the government for implementation.  
 
Research follows a framework that involves (a) definition/statement of a social problem, (b) 
identification of knowledge gaps, (c) generation of knowledge through a methodology that fits the 
problem under interrogation, and (d) translation of that knowledge into policy recommendations.   
 
These guidelines serve as a guide to preparing proposals for policy research. They will be adjusted 
as necessary to carry out rapid assessment of current situation or an urgent issue or to undertake a 
quick-impact study, which PRI has a mandate for, to help the government take a decision on an 
issue of urgent public concern.  
 
A. Structure of Policy Research Proposal 
 
PRI will develop a preliminary concept note on a proposed research theme/issue. A detailed 
proposal will be developed by expanding on the concept note with up-to-date information about 
the issue/theme under study, objectives of the research and the methodology that will be used to 
undertake the research.  
 
Essential parts of a detailed research proposal: 
 
FRONT PAGE 

• Title of Research 
• Name of Principal Investigator (PI) 
• Name of Co-Principal Investigators (Co-PI) 
• Academic Affiliation (if any) 
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• Address and Contact: 
• Date of Submission: 
• Submitted to: 

Policy Research Institute 
Sano Gaucharan, Kathmandu 

 
INNER PAGES 

1. Title of research 
[Note: Title should be a concise and accurate summary of the objectives] 

2. Summary of proposal 
[Note: A summary of proposal (within 200-300 words) is to help a reviewer to grasp 
the essence of the proposal.] 

3. Key words (optional) 
4. Introduction 

a) Background  
[Explanation: Describe the social problem and issues and their context leading 
to public policies] 

b) Policy gaps  
[Explanation: Policy gaps are all faulty or unimplementable policies (laws, 
policies, guidelines, programs, implementation plans and so on, which are 
collectively referred to as “policy”) that the proposed research aims to unpack 
and ameliorate. Policy gaps should justify and set a context for detailed 
analysis of policies as an objective of the research]  

c) Knowledge gaps  
[Explanation: Knowledge gaps refer to missing, incomplete or uncertain 
knowledge that needs to strengthened, fixed or filled to solve policy puzzles 
or problems. Knowledge gaps are identified through literature survey. 
Problems, policy gaps and knowledge gaps collectively provide justification 
for a research.] 

5. Research Objectives 
a) General objective 
b) Specific objectives 

i. Objectives related to knowledge gaps 
ii. Objectives related to policy recommendation and implementation 

6. Research Questions 
[Note: Research questions should derive from research objectives and help in 
designing the research so as to obtain the answer sought. The finding of the research 
will be tested for completeness with the research questions asked.] 

7. Methodology 
a) Research design 
b) Data collection 

i. Data related to fact finding 
ii. Data related to policy implementation 

c) Analysis 
8. Expected findings 
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[Explanation: Here, you will be speculating about various possibilities regarding the 
findings of the proposed research. Your speculation will testify your understanding, 
curiosity and sense of inquiry for this particular research.]  

9. Policy Relevance 
a) Relevant public policies  

[Explanation: Please identify and list all policies that are relevant to the 
expected findings of the research. You will be referring to or selecting from 
the discussion on policy gaps in the introduction section.] 

b) Possible contribution to public policies  
[Explanation: Please explain how the faulty policies you have identified can 
be ameliorated by the expected findings of your research.] 

 
10. Research Team 

[Note: Please provide the information about the research team in the format suggested 
in Section C] 

11. Estimated Costs 
[Note: See section B for eligible expenses and suggested format] 

12. Gantt Chart 
[Note: Present the project schedule with tasks and timeline] 

13. References (Follow APA style, 7th Ed.) 
[Note: See Section D.4 for instructions for the citation and reference style] 

  
B. Guidelines for Estimated Cost 

 
o Research Fellow and staff of PRI are not eligible for receiving remuneration for research 

tasks in any in-house research project or collaborative research project. Research related 
travel allowances and daily allowances for PRI Research Fellow and staff will be as per 
the PRI’s organizational rules. 

o Remunerations, travel and daily allowances for collaborating investigators will be as per 
the rules of the collaborating institutes. 

o The budget details as agreed between collaborating institutions are binding on both 
parties and are subject to change only by mutual agreement. 

o The details of budget estimates presented by collaborating institutions or individuals for 
PRI are only for assessing the research plan by PRI and are not binding. 

o Collaborating institutions must follow their organizational rules for audit all of project 
expenses. 

o Follow the format below for cost estimation    
 
[Note: Budgets must be justifiable and developed in a cost-effective way. Value for money is one 
criterion for the assessment of the research proposal] 
 

SN Heading Task Unit Persons Days Rate Total 
1.0 Personnel cost 
1.1        
1.2        
 Subtotal  
2.0 Field cost 
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2.1        
2.2        
 Subtotal  
3.0 Meetings 
3.1        
3.2        
 Subtotal  
4.0 Research literature & Software 
4.1        
4.2        
 Subtotal  
5.0 Stationary       
6.0 Editing, printing       
7.0 Administrative costs       
8.0 Local travel       
9.0 Institutional overhead costs (as per Agreement)  
10.0 Contingency  
 Grand total  

 
 
C. Format for information about Research Team 
 

o Separately submit curriculum vitae of Principal Investigator and Co-Principal 
Investigator(s) 

o Provide brief information about the research team in the research proposal in the 
following format. 

 
Part 1: Information about Investigators 
 Name Role Tasks Academic 

degree 
Research credentials 
(give a brief description of 
research training, experience and 
publication) 

1  Principal 
Investigator 

   

2  Co-Principal 
Investigator 1 

   

3  Co-Principal 
Investigator 2 

   

 
Part 2: Information about Assistants 
 Type of task Number 
1 Research Assistant  
2 Enumerator  
3 Data Analyst  

 
 
D. Instructions for formatting the PRI research report 
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1. Pagination 

a. Front matters should be paginated in Roman lowercase letters (i, ii …) 

b. Main body should be paginated in Arabic numbers (1, 2 …) 

2. Spacing 

a. Spacing of the text of main body should be 1.5.  
b. Reference and tables in the main text should be single spaced.  
c. The title should be single spaced if more than one line, and be separated from the first 

chapter by three single spaces.  
d. For second and subsequent chapters, main headings start at three single spaces from the 

top and the text starts after two single spaces below the main heading 
e. The first subheading in each chapter starts after two single spaces.   

 

 

3. Font and Margin:  

a. Font and size: Use Times New Roman (12 point) for the report. The margin should be as 
follows: left: 1.5 inches; top, bottom and right 1.0 inch.  

b. Bold, Underline and Centering: Italics should be used for Nepali terminologies, with 
definition where necessary. Chapter number and name of the chapter (e.g., CHAPTER 
TWO and REVIEW OF) should be centered and should have all uppercase letters. All the 
headings and subheadings should be bold-faced and be on the left with Title Case letter. 
The second main headings should be on the left with Title Case letter 

4. Citation and Reference: 

a. PRI follows the 7th edition of the American Psychological Association (APA) style of 
referencing (citation and reference style of the selected source will be provided to the 
researcher at the time of signing the contract) 

For help with examples of APA style: 
https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/research_and_citation/apa_style/apa_formatting_and_style_g
uide/general_format.html 
 
[Note: For Citation and Reference in the Nepali language, try to follow APA style as 
much as possible. However, the name of the authors in the Reference should not be 
abbreviated. Authors’ names in the Reference should be written in full, e.g., !े#ठ, राम 
बहादरु । 

b. Documentation of the sources in the text:  
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• Source citations are required in the text whenever a direct quotation is used, another 
author’s words are paraphrased and information presented that is not common 
knowledge (and is not the result of your own research reported in the report).  

• Source citation should follow parenthetical author-date-page systems and it should be 
used throughout the report.  

• References in the text must correspond exactly to the listing of sources at the end of 
the report. Make sure that all items are included in the reference list, authors’ names 
are spelled consistently and correctly, and dates are the same in both the text and the 
reference list.  

• More than 2 authors can be abbreviated by using et al. in the text but appear full in 
the reference section.  

• Direct quotations with less than 5 lines or 40 words should be included in the text 
enclosed with quotation marks.  

• If the quote is of more than 5 lines, it should be separated from the paragraph and 
presented as a separate section two spaces below, indented from both sides (left and 
right) with a single space.   
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3. Guidelines for Evaluation of Research Proposal 
 

 

A. General notes for reviewer 

o All research proposal generated by or submitted to PRI must be reviewed by a PRI 
Research Fellow or by an external expert in the area of the research proposed 

o The reviewer must be supplied with the PRI Guidelines for Research Proposal and PRI 
Guidelines for Evaluation of Research Proposal before the reviewing of the proposal 

o The reviewer must read the guidelines thoroughly to get acquainted with the norms of 
policy research, prescribed formats and, most importantly, PRI’s commitment to high 
standard and scientific rigor in research it conducts. 

o External reviewers should accept the task for review based on the expertise he/she has in 
the area of the research proposed. Any conflict of interest must be disclosed.   

o If the proposal is accepted by PRI after the evaluation, the reviewer’s comments must be 
communicated to the Principal Investigator for the revision of the proposal accordingly. 

 

B. Review report in narrative (comments and suggestions) 

[Note: Use this section for reporting the review with your comments and suggestions. Provide 
your comments and suggestions for each indicator. The questions in the parenthesis are for 
guiding you to identify merits.] 

 

Indicators: 

(a) Title (Is it specific and accurately reflecting the objectives?) 
Comments: 
 
 
Suggestions: 
 
 
 

 

(b) Selection of issues (Are the issues important, timely and adequate for a project?) 
Comments: 
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Suggestions: 
 
 
 

 

(c) Identification of policy gap (Have all relevant policies been identified?) 
Comments: 
 
 
Suggestions: 
 
 
 

 

(d) Literature survey and identification of knowledge gaps (Was the literature survey done 
exhaustively? Are important works included? Does the researcher identify knowledge gaps 
sufficiently and accurately for policy formation? 

Comments: 
 
 
Suggestions: 
 
 
 

 

(e) Objectives related to knowledge gaps (Are objectives achievable, sufficient and helpful 
for policy formation?) 

Comments: 
 
 
Suggestions: 
 
 
 

 

(f) Objectives related to policy gaps  
(Are correct policies identified? Is there a plan for policy review and analysis? Is there a 
plan for suggesting a course of action for policy reform with awareness about the risks 
involved and acceptability of suggestions?) 

Comments: 
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Suggestions: 
 
 
 

 

(g) Methodology, research design, and plan for data analysis (Is the methodology selected 
appropriate? Is the study well designed for collecting all the needed data and 
information?) 

Comments: 
 
 
Suggestions: 
 
 
 

 

(h) Envisioning for expected outcome (Does the statement on the Expected Outcome reflect 
researcher’s deep understanding about the objectives and methodology?) 

Comments: 
 
 
Suggestions: 
 
 
 

 

(i) Format, style and language (Have the prescribed format and style been applied? Are they 
used consistently? Is the language of the text lucid and grammatically correct?) 

Comments: 
 
 
Suggestions: 
 
 
 

 

(j) Team strength (Does the qualification and experience of the Principal Investigator appear 
adequate to carry out and complete the project successfully? How about the qualification 
and experiences of Co-Principal Investigators? Are adequate number of Research 
Assistants proposed?) 

Comments: 
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Suggestions: 
 
 
 

 

(k) Miscellaneous (if any)  
Comments: 
 
 
Suggestions: 
 
 
 

 

 

C. Review with grading 

(Please grade the proposal against the indicators based on your comments in Section B) 

 

 Indicator Rating Score Poor Fair Good Excellent 
1 Title 0 2 3.5 5  
2 Selection of issues 0 4 7 10  
3 Identification of policy gaps 0 4 7 10  
4 Literature survey and identification of 

knowledge gaps 
0 4 7 10  

5 Objectives related to knowledge gaps 0 4 7 10  
6 Research design, methodology and plan 

for data analysis 
0 8 14 20  

7 Envisioning for expected outcome 0 2 3.5 5  
8 Format, style and language 0 4 7 10  
9 Team strength 0 4 7 10  

 

 

D. Summary of Review 

 

a. Grading 

Indicate by √     
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Overall grading Poor 
(below 50 marks) 

Fair 
(50-65 marks) 

Good 
(66-80 marks) 

Excellent 
(above 80 marks) 

 

b. Acceptability 

Indicate by √     
Recommendation 

Reject 
Give a chance 

for major 
revision 

Accept after 
minor 

revision 

Accept 
as such 

 

 

 

Reviewed by: 

 

Signature: …………………………………………….. 

Name: ………………………………………………… 

Affiliation: ……………………………………………. 

Position: ………………………………………………. 

Date: ………………………………….. 
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4. Guidelines for Inception Report 
 

Instruction: 

o Each research project accepted by Policy Research Institute (PRI) must submit Inception 
Report within the time specified as per the terms of reference (ToR) of the agreement or 
the assignment. 

o Inception Report is the first progress report after the agreement is signed or the 
assignment is given, and it should report all preparations made for the project to launch 
and all progress made until the time of reporting. 

o Inception Report includes all preparatory tasks specified in the ToR, preparation and 
testing of research tools, initial procurement of materials, breaking down of the 
responsibilities among the investigators, and further refinement of the schedule. It should 
also include any other progress made by the time of reporting, which may include the 
updating of literature review, desk review, data collection and analysis. 

o Inception Report is meant to testify your honesty and commitment and provide evidence 
of your work. 

o Failure to submit or submission of a lackluster Inception Report will lead to the 
termination of the project with consequences as specified in the ToR of agreement or the 
assignment.  

 

Format for Inception Report 

The content of the report should be organized in the following manner. 

1. Cover Page 
• [Title of Research] Inception Report 
• Research Team (PI and Co-PIs) 
• Collaborating Institution (if any) 
• Date of Contract/Start Date 
• Date of Submission of Inception Report: 
• Submitted to:  

Policy Research Institute 
Sano Gaucharan, Kathmandu 

 
2. Front Matter 

• Front Flyleaf (blank page without pagination) 
• Title Page 
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o [Title of Research] Inception Report  
o Research Team (PI and Co-PIs) 
o Collaborating Institution (if any) 
o Date of Contract/Start Date: 
o Date of Initial Submission of Inception Report 
o Submitted to:  

Policy Research Institute 
Sano Gaucharan, Kathmandu 

• Table of Contents 
• List of Figures  
• List of Tables  
• Appendix(es)  
• Other Lists (maps, glossary, acronyms) 
• Preface 

 
3. Main Body 

3.1 Summary of Inception Report 
3.2 Introduction 

• Proposal 
• Policy Research Institute Contract/Assignment 
• Research Objectives 

o General objectives 
o Specific objectives 

§ Objectives related to generating knowledge 
§ Objectives related to policy recommendation and implementation 

(Note: If there have been any changes in the original objectives, clearly 
describe the changes and their justification including the approval from 
PRI for such change) 

o Research Questions 
(See the note above) 

o Methodology 
o Data collection  

(Note: give details of the method proposed. Provide the list of 
respondents, research tools and schedules of data collection 

 
3.3 Progress made so far 

1. Revision of Research Proposal  
[Note: Give information about the submission of the research proposal 
revised based on the suggestions received from the reviewer] 

2. Preparation and testing of research tools  
[Note: Give a narrative report here and provide the list of questionnaires, 
checklists, result of testing of tools, etc. in the Appendix] 

3. Assignment of responsibilities among investigators 
4. Procurement and budget spending 
5. Progress in data collection 
6. Progress in review of relevant policies 
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7. A narrative on the further plan 
3.4 Research team 

(Note: Provide list of Investigators as per the contract and any supporting staff 
and assistants hired] 

3.5 Updated Gantt Chart 
4. Appendixes 

[Note: Details of research tools, result of the testing of research tools, detailed schedule 
of data collection with date, place, number of respondents etc., copies of bills of major 
procurement and payments, pictures, and any other relevant documents are listed in 
Appendixes] 
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5. Guidelines for Research Progress Report 

 

Instruction 
o The first progress report is the Inception Report. For that purpose, please follow the 

guidelines for the Inception Report. 
o The subsequent progress report, if any, should be submitted as per the terms of reference 

of the agreement/assignment. 
o Projects with a short period generally do not need to submit progress report other than the 

Inception Report. However, there is no harm in submitting progress report before 
submitting the final report. 

o Progress report is also required in cases where there is a provision for the extension of the 
project period and the Principal Investigator makes a request for such an extension. 
Follow the instruction received at the time of the extension. 

 
Prescribed format for Progress Report: 
 

A. Front Matter 
• Title of the Project 
• Research Team 
• Date of Agreement/Start Date 
• Deadline for the project 
• Date of Inception Report submission 
• Date of previous Progress Report submission 
• Date of current Progress Report submission 
• Submitted to: 

Policy Research Institute 
Sano Gaucharan, Kathmandu 

 
B. Main Body 

• Introduction to the project 
• Research Objectives 
• Progress reported in the previous progress report (if any) 

[Note: Briefly describe the progress that has been reported in the previous Progress 
Report or the Inception Report.] 

• Further progress 
o Data collection 
o Policy review 
o Data analysis (if any) 
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o Report writing (if any) 
o Meeting (if any) 

• Plan 
• Updated Gantt Chart 

 
C. Appendix 

[Note: Include detailed schedule of data collection with date, place, number of 
respondents etc., copies of bills of major procurement and payments, pictures, and any 
other relevant documents] 
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6. Guidelines for Research Report 

 
 
A. General requirement 
 

Policy Research Institute (PRI) caters primarily to the need of the state and other stakeholders of 
public policy, including academia and the public at large, with high quality knowledge products 
tailormade for informed public policy making and effective implementation. Knowledge generated 
from a scientifically rigorous method of data collection and analysis and presented systematically 
for clarity and accuracy with reliable and actionable policy recommendations in a language 
intelligible to policymakers is the fundamental standard for a research report generated by PRI. 
The outline prescribed for a research report is meant to ensure such standard. 
 
B. Submission:  
 
Researchers are required to submit two hard copies as well as a soft copy of the report to PRI after 
getting approval from the PRI. 
 
C. Format for Research Report 

The content of the report should be organized in the following manner. 

5. Cover Page 
• Title of Research 

[Note: Title of Research in the Final Report must be reflective of the content of 
the report. If necessary, the original title (from the Research Proposal) can be 
adjusted. Any adjustment made in the title of research must be described with 
justification in the Preface section] 

• Name of Principal Investigator (PI) 
• Name of Co-Principal Investigators (Co-PI) (if any) 
• Collaborating Institution (if any) 
• Date of Submission: 
• Submitted to:  

Policy Research Institute 
Sano Gaucharan, Kathmandu 

 
6. Front Matter 

• Front Flyleaf (blank page without pagination) 
• Title Page 
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o Title of Research 
o Name of Principal Investigator (PI) 
o Name of Co-Principal Investigators (Co-PI) (if any) 
o Collaborating Institution (if any) 
o Date of Contract/Start Date: 
o Date of Initial Submission: 
o Date of Final Submission: 
o Submitted to:  

Policy Research Institute 
Sano Gaucharan, Kathmandu 

• Approval by PRI 
• Declaration (statement confirming the ethical and responsible conduct of research 

and declaration of research being free from plagiarism, falsification and 
fabrication) 

• Acknowledgements (needs to be approved by PRI) 
• Table of Contents 
• List of Figures  
• List of Tables  
• Appendix(es)  
• Other Lists (maps, glossary, acronyms) 
• Preface 

 
7. Main Body 

3.6 Executive Summary 
3.7 Introduction 

o Background 
o Research gaps  

[Explanation: Research gaps are research relevant areas where 
information/knowledge is missing, which the proposed research will 
address] 

o Policy gaps 
[Explanation: All relevant laws, policies, programs, guidelines and 
implementation are collectively referred to as “policy.” Policy gaps include 
faulty or missing policies which policymakers should be aware/reminded of 
for reform or enactment of new policies] 

3.8 Research Objectives 
o General objectives 
o Specific objectives 

§ Objectives related to generating knowledge 
§ Objectives related to policy recommendation and implementation 

(Note: If there have been any changes in the original objectives, clearly describe 
the changes and their justification including the approval from PRI for such 
change) 

3.9 Research Questions 
(See the note above) 

3.10 Methodology 
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o Data collection  
(Note: Give details of the method employed. List of respondents, research 
tools and schedules of data collection are to be provided in the Annex.) 

o Analysis  
(Note: Give a brief description of analytical methods employed) 

3.11 Results and Discussion 
[Note: Please follow the following instructions] 

• Raw data must be provided. Raw data of moderate size can be organized as 
Appendixes in the report. Large size data can be presented as a separate 
document. 

• Results and Discussion section must be written in the following manner 
o Organize Results and Discussion in several sections based on the nature of 

data 
o Write each section in the following manner  

§ Present the analyzed data in tabular and graphical forms. Qualitative data 
can be presented in a tabular form or as a narrative 

§ Write a short description of the data 
§ Interpret the data and discuss it thoroughly describing the finding, the 

strength of the evidence, contribution in filling the knowledge gap, 
contesting views, and the merit of the finding 

§ Draw conclusion with accuracy of the fact and the strength of the evidence  
§ Convert the conclusion into policy message 

3.12 Policy Recommendation 
(Note: Follow the following instructions for organizing policy 
recommendations)  
• All policy recommendations must be based on the Results and Discussion 
• Policy recommendations must be complete and actionable. They should 

answer (a) what policy change is required, (b) how to go about the change, 
(c) when should the change happen, (d) whom should get involved in the 
change process, and (e) what arrangements are needed to implement the 
resultant policy 

• Policy recommendations must be presented point-wise as well as in a 
summary table 

• The narrative of each policy recommendation and the overall summary 
table should contain the following information: problem/issue, finding, 
policy recommendation, relevant policy, relevant agency, suggested 
course of action 

 
Suggested format for a recommendation summary table: 

Recommendation 1 
Problem/Issue (Specific problem/issue described in introduction, 

research objectives and questions) 
Finding (Specific finding from Result and Discussion) 
Policy 
recommendation 

(Specific recommendations made) 
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Relevant 
policy/policies 

(List faulty or missing policies and describe how to 
ameliorate them with the recommendation made above) 

Relevant 
agency/agencies 

(List the agencies responsible for implementing the 
specific reform recommended) 

Suggested 
course of action 

(Describe the course of action for specific policy 
reform) 

 
3.13 Concluding Remark (optional) 

(Note: Make it a brief summary with additional important remarks) 
 

8. References 
All citations made in the main body must be placed in the References. Please follow the APA 
style, 7th edition for in-text citation as well as References. See Section D-5 for instructions. 
See the external link for examples of the APA style citation and referencing for major 
literature. In case of the reference in the Nepali language, full name of author must be used 
(Surname, First Name Middle Name. eg. !धान, राम कुमार). 

 
9. Appendixes 
All data that are part of the report but can not be placed in the main body – due to their 
length, detail or of supplementary nature – should be organized as Appendixes at the end of 
the report. Raw data that are organized in a couple of pages (up to 15 pages) must be placed 
in Appendix. Raw data of a longer length can be submitted as a separate file. 

 
10. Back Flyleaf (blank page) 

 
 

D. Instructions for formatting the PRI research report 

5. Pagination 

c. Front matter should be paginated in Roman lowercase letters (i, ii …) 

d. Main body and Appendixes should be paginated in Arabic numbers (1, 2 …) 

6. Spacing 

f. Spacing of the text of Executive Summary, Acknowledgement, and Main Body should be 
1.5. Table of Contents should be double spaced.  

g. Title Page, Approval Page and Table of Contents should follow the guidelines as 
described above and below. 

h. The reference, list of figures, list of tables, and tables in the main text or appendixes 
should be single spaced.  

i. The title should be single spaced if more than one line. The title should be separated from 
the first chapter by three single spaces.  

j. For second and subsequent chapters, the main heading starts at three single spaces from 
the top and the text starts after two single spaces below the main heading 

k. The first subheading in each chapter starts after two single spaces.   
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7. Font and Margin:  

c. Font and size: Use Times New Roman (12 point). The margin should be as follows: left: 
1.5 inches; top, bottom and right 1.0 inch.  

d. Bold, Underline and Centering: Italics should be used for Nepali terminologies, with 
definition where necessary. Chapter number and name of the chapter (e.g., CHAPTER 
TWO and REVIEW OF) should be at the centre in uppercase letters. All the headings and 
subheadings should be bold and be on the left with Title Case letter. The second main 
heading should also be on the left with Title Case letter.  

8. Table format:  

A table in the text or appendix should have its Title and Number of Table such as table-1, 2 etc. 
If the table is taken from another source, indicate the source at the bottom in the following APA 
format.   

9. Citation and Reference: 

a. PRI follows the 7th edition of the American Psychological Association (APA) style of 
referencing (citation and reference style of the selected source will be provided to the 
researcher at the time of signing the contract) 

For help with examples of APA style: 
https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/research_and_citation/apa_style/apa_formatting_and_style_g
uide/general_format.html 

b. Documentation of the sources in the text:  

• Source citations are required in the text whenever a direct quotation is used, another 
author’s words are paraphrased and information presented that is not common 
knowledge (and is not the result of your own research reported in the report).  

• Source citation should follow parenthetical author-date-page systems and it should be 
used throughout the report.  

• References in the text must correspond exactly to the listing of sources at the end of 
the report. Make sure that all items are included in the reference list, authors’ names 
are spelled consistently and correctly, and dates are the same in both the text and the 
reference list.  

• More than 2 authors can be abbreviated by using et al. in the text but appear full in 
the reference section.  

• Direct quotations with less than 5 lines or 40 words should be included in the text 
enclosed with quotation marks.  

• If the quote is of more than 5 lines, it should be separated from the paragraph and 
presented as a separate section two spaces below, indented from both sides (left and 
right) with a single space.   
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E. Approval procedure to be followed in the research report of PRI 

(Include in the page the following information) 

Title of the research project 

Name of the researchers 

Start date, Date of submission of the initial draft, Date of submission of the revised and final 
draft 

Relevant department, thematic cluster and responsible offices(s) of the PRI   

Approval: It is affirmed that the members of the Report Review/Evaluation Committee 
mentioned below have approved the final version of the Report.   

 

 

Members of the Report Review/Evaluation Committee (signatures): 

 

 

 ________________________________________________ 

 Head of the Research Department 

 

 

_________________________________________________ 

Member of Research Review/Evaluation Committee of PRI 

 

 

_________________________________________________ 

Reviewer 
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7. Guidelines for Evaluation of Research Report 

 
 
A. General notes for reviewer 

o All research report submitted to PRI must be reviewed by a PRI Research Fellow or by 
an external expert in the area of the research report submitted. 

o The reviewer must be supplied with the PRI Guidelines for Final Report before the 
reviewing of the report. 

o The reviewer must read the guidelines thoroughly to get acquainted with the norms of 
policy research, the prescribed formats and, most importantly, PRI’s commitment to high 
standard and scientific rigor in research it conducts. 

o External reviewers should accept the task for review based on the expertise he/she has in 
the area of the research report submitted. Any conflict of interest must be disclosed. PR 
will take appropriate steps to deal with the situation.   

o The reviewer’s comments must be communicated to the Principal Investigator for the 
revision of the report. 

o In case the reviewer has suggested a major revision, the revised report submitted by the 
Principal Investigator after incorporating the reviewer’s suggestions must be checked 
once again by the reviewer to make sure the suggestions have been incorporated 
satisfactorily. 

 

B. Review report in narrative (comments and suggestions) 

[Note: Use this section for reporting the review with your comments and suggestions. Provide 
your comments and suggestions for each indicator. The question(s) in the parenthesis is for 
guiding you to identify merits.] 

 

Indicators: 

(a) Title (Is it accurately representing the content of the report?) 
Comments: 

 

 

Suggestions: 
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(b) Efficiency (In view of the amount of work done, was the project completed in time?) 
Comments: 

 

 

Suggestions: 

 

 

 

 

(c) Responsible conduct (Is the research carried out in line with an expected standard of 
research conduct?) 

Comments: 

 

 

Suggestions: 

 

 

 

 

(d) Literature survey and identification of knowledge gap (Was the literature survey done 
exhaustively? Are important works included? Does the researcher identify knowledge gaps 
sufficiently and accurately for policy reform? 

Comments: 

 

 

Suggestions: 
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(e) Objectives related to knowledge gap (Are objectives achievable, sufficient and helpful for 
policy reform?) 

Comments: 

 

 

Suggestions: 

 

 

 

 

(f) Objectives related to policy gap  
(Are correct policies identified? Is there a plan for policy review and analysis? Is there a 
plan for suggesting course of action for policy reform with awareness about the risks and 
acceptability of the suggestions?) 

Comments: 

 

 

Suggestions: 

 

 

 

 

(g) Methodology, research design, and plan for data analysis (Is the methodology selected 
appropriate? Is the study well designed for collecting all needed data and information?) 

Comments: 
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Suggestions: 

 

 

 

 

(h) Envisioning for expected outcome (Does the statement on the Expected Outcome reflect 
researcher’s deep understanding about the objectives and methodology?) 

Comments: 

 

 

Suggestions: 

 

 

 

 

(i) Format, style and language (Has the prescribed format and style been applied? Are they 
used consistently? Is the language of the text lucid and grammatically correct?) 

Comments: 

 

 

Suggestions: 

 

 

 

 

(j) Team strength (Does the qualification and experience of the Principal Investigator appear 
adequate to carry out and complete the project successfully? How about the qualification 
and experiences of Co-Principal Investigators? Are adequate number of Research 
Assistants proposed?) 

Comments: 
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Suggestions: 

 

 

 

(k) Miscellaneous (if any)  
Comments: 

 

 

Suggestions: 

 

 

 

 

C. Review with grading 

(Please grade the proposal in indicators based on your comments on them in Section B) 

 

 
Indicator 

Rating 
Score 

Poor Fair Good Excellent 

1 Title 0 2 3.5 5  

2 Selection of issues 0 4 7 10  

3 Identification of policy gaps 0 4 7 10  

4 Literature survey and identification of 
knowledge gaps 

0 4 7 10  

5 Objectives related to knowledge gap 0 4 7 10  

6 Research design, methodology and plan 
for data analysis 

0 8 14 20  

7 Envisioning for expected outcome 0 2 3.5 5  
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8 Format, style and language 0 4 7 10  

9 Team strength 0 4 7 10  

Total  

 

D. Summary of Review 

a. Grading 

Indicate by √     

Overall grading 
Poor 

(below 50 marks) 

Fair 

(50-65 marks) 

Good 

(66-80 marks) 

Excellent 

(above 80 marks) 

 

b. Acceptability 

Indicate by √     

Recommendation 
Reject 

Give a chance 

for major 
revision 

Accept after 

minor 
revision 

Accept 

as such 

 

 

 

Reviewed by: 

 

Signature: …………………………………………….. 

Name: ………………………………………………… 
Affiliation: ……………………………………………. 
Position: ………………………………………………. 
Date: ………………………………….. 
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8. Guidelines for Evaluation of Unguided/Non-

standard Research Report 
 
Notes: 

1. This guideline is meant for evaluating those researches which have not followed the 
standard policy research guidelines of the Policy Research Institute. 

2. This guideline may also be used for evaluating very brief study commissioned by the 
Policy Research Institute. 

3. For all other studies and standard policy research commissioned by the Policy Research 
Institute, the Policy Research Institute Guidelines for Evaluating Research Report 
must be followed for reviewing the report. 

4. The following General Notes for Reviewer as prescribed in the Policy Research 
Institute Guidelines for Evaluating Research Report must be followed by the 
reviewer. 

General Notes for Reviewer: 
a. All research report submitted to PRI must be reviewed by a PRI Research Fellow 

or by an external expert in the area of the research report submitted. 
b. The reviewer must be supplied with the PRI Guidelines for Final Report before 

the reviewing of the report. 
c. The reviewer must read the guidelines thoroughly to get acquainted with the 

norms of policy research, the prescribed formats and, most importantly, PRI’s 
commitment to high standard and scientific rigor in research it conducts. 

d. External reviewers should accept the task for review based on the expertise he/she 
has in the area of the research report submitted. Any conflict of interest must be 
disclosed. PR will take appropriate steps to deal with the situation.   

e. The reviewer’s comments must be communicated to the Principal Investigator for 
the revision of the report. 

f. In case the reviewer has suggested a major revision, the revised report submitted 
by the Principal Investigator after incorporating the reviewer’s suggestions must 
be checked once again by the reviewer to make sure the suggestions have been 
incorporated satisfactorily. 
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Report Review Matrix 

 

 
Title of Project: 

……………………………………………………………………………………..…… … … 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Started on: ……………………………. Date of submission: ………………………… 

Principal Investigator: ……………………………. 

 

A. Evaluation indicators and rating/remarks: 

 Indicator Rating/Remarks 
1 Intellectual merit  
 (a) Rigor 

Careful use of appropriate method, good 
analysis and organization of data, findings well 
described and coherent 

 

 (b) Presentation 
Findings well described and coherent, standard 
citation and referencing style of PRI followed, 
grammatically correct and lucid language 

 

 (c) Research Integrity 
No sign of fabrication, falsification, plagiarism 
and unethical act 

 

 (d) Knowledge production 
New data or new perspective generated, or 
comparatively stronger (among competing 
contributors) 

 

2 Policy Relevance  
 (a) Excellent policy recommendations 

(contextualized, concrete, coherent, 
implementable, clear and concise, build on 
existing public policies or contemporary need) 

 

 (b) Timeliness 
Up-to-date, relevant for present or near future 
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B. Reviewer’s recommendation (please indicate with ‘X’) 

 Reviewer’s recommendation Indicate 
by ‘X’ 

1 Reject (the report is of an unacceptably poor quality)  
2 Undertake major revision and review by PRI (in language, format, 

organization) 
 

3 Undertake minor revision (in language, format, organization)  
4 Accept as such  

C. Reviewer’s comments (on your recommendation) and suggestions for improvement of 
the report (Use additional sheets if needed) 

 

 

 

 

Reviewed by: …………………………………   

Date: …………………………………………… 

Signature: ……………………………………... 
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9. नी#त अनसु(धान +#त,ठानको अनसु(धान आचरण #नद67शका  

(Ethical Guidelines) 

 
/म0त २०७६ चै8 २ गते आइतबार बसेको नी0त अनुस?धान A0त#ठानको सBचालक स/म0तको बैठकबाट 

Eवीकृत भई यो “नी#त अनुस(धान +#त,ठानको अनुस(धान आचरण #नद56शका” लागु भएको छ । नी0त 

अनुस?धान A0त#ठानको अनुस?धान आचरण 0नदP/शकाले अनुस?धान सदाचार (Good conduct of research) 

नै0तक आचार (Ethics) जोSखम UयवEथापन (Risk management) र अनुस?धानबाट तXयाYक UयवEथापन र 
संर[ण (Data management and protection) स\ब?धी 0न\न/लSखत UयवEथा ग]रएको छ । 

१) अनुस(धान आचरण स9ब(धमाः  

यस A0त#ठानले गनP अनुस?धान /स^धा?तमा आधा]रत (theoretically grounded), _व`धगत aपमा मजबुत 

(methodologically sound), _वbलेषणाdमक (analytical), देश र जनताको आवbयकता अनुकूलको 
(relevant), खचf अनुaपको मूgययुhत (value for money) र अनुस?धानका सबै मा?यताहa पूरा गरेको 
हुनुपनP छ । 

२) नै#तक आचरणः 

यस A0त#ठानमा काम गनP सबै अनुस?धानकताf र कमfचारiको आचरण शु^ध, पारदशj  (transparent) र 
उlचEतरको हुनुपनP छ । A0त#ठानको ला`ग ग]रने अनुस?धानमा अनुस?धानकताfहaले सूचनादाताको सुर[ा र 
जोSखममा mयान nदनुपनP छ र गोoय राpुपनP जानकारi सुरq[त र गोoय राpुपनP छ । आचरणहiन कायf गरेमा 
यस संEथाको 0नयम अनुसार कारवाहi हुनेछ । 

३) जोAखम CयवFथापनः  

यस A0त#ठानले आrना कमfचारiको जीउधन र A0त#ठानको स\प_sको संर[ण गनf  स\भाUय जोSखम 

?यूनीकरणका उपायहa Aयोग गनf सhनेछ । यस A0त#ठानले गनP अनुस?धानको काम र संलtन हुने 

अनुस?धानकताfको बारेमा काम शुu हुनुभ?दा पnहला जोSखम मूgयाYकन (risk assessment) गनPछ । धेरै 
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जोSखम देSखने अनुस?धान ग0त_व`धको बारेमा यो A0त#ठानले _वशषे 0नणfय गनPछ । यो A0त#ठानको 
अनुस?धानमा जोSखम देSखएमा अनुस?धानकताfहa र महYगा सामvीको बीमा समेत गनfसhने छ ।  

४) Jोत तथा अKधकारको +योगः  

यस A0त#ठानका कमfचारi र अनुस?धानमा संलtन Uयिhतहaले अनुस?धानको काममा A0त#ठानको xोतको खचf 
गदाf /मतUययी ब?नु पनP छ । यस A0त#ठानको अनुस?धानको नाममा अन`धकृत aपमा कसैसँग कुनै लेनदेन र 
Aशास0नक कायf गनf वा स\बि?धत अ`धकारiको Eवीकृ0त zबना कुनै सामाvीहa (जEतै, पुEतकहa) सYकलन 

गनf पाइने छैन ।  

५) अनुस(धानबाट सOक6लत तQयाOकको CयवFथापन र संरSणः  

यस A0त#ठानको उ^देbय अनुaप सYकलन ग]रएको तXयाYक (data, information) सुरq[त र जुन Aयोजनको 
ला`ग सYकलन ग]रएको हो dयसैमा Aयोग ग]रनेछ र सो बाहेक अ?य [े8मा Aयोग गनुf परेमा A0त#ठानको 
Eवीकृ0त /लनु पनPछ । गोoय राpुपनP तXयाYक नेपालको कानुन अनुaप पूणf गोoय राSखने छ । A0त#ठानले 

सYकलन गरेको तXयाYक Uयिhतगत Aयोजनको ला`ग उपयोग गनf पाइने छैन र Aाq|क Aयोजनको ला`ग Aयोग 

गनुf परेमा A0त#ठानबाट Eवीकृ0त /लनुपनP छ । 

६) अनुस(धान सदाचारः 

यस A0त#ठानको ला`ग ग]रने अनुस?धानमा अनुस?धानकताfले नै0तक आचार (ethics) तथा अनुस?धान 

सदाचार (Good conduct of research) को पालना गनुfपनP छ । साथै अनुस?धानमा बौ^nदक चोरi 
(plagiarism),  झुटा _ववरण (fabrication), र तोडमरोड (falsification) गनf पाइने छैन । र यEतो कायf गरेमा 
0नजलाई कालो सूचीमा राखी आवbयक कानुनी कारवाहi अगा�ड बढाइनेछ ।  

७) अ(य CयवFथाः  

मा`थ उgलेSखत _वषयगत Aावधान अEप#ट भए यसलाई AEट पानP, थप गनP अ`धकार यस A0त#ठानलाई रहनेछ 

। 
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10. Guidelines for the format of policy brief 

 

Policy brief:  

Policy brief is a short and processed data or information extracted from the standard research 
work to share it with policy makers, planners and political decision makers who have no time to 
read the comprehensive research report and prefer a concise summary that helps them to 
understand, and take decisions. Policy brief is a distinctive writing/publication in terms of 
brevity, simplicity, focus, and target. 

The main purpose of policy brief is to make available the objective summaries of the relevant 
research, provide possible policy options, based on which policy makers are expected to shape 
their course of action on specific policy. 

All PRI policy briefs must meet the flowing general criteria:  

• Length: Maximum length of the policy brief should be 800 to 1600 words (about 2-4 
pages) depending upon the gravity of the topic and the depth of the research upon which the 
policy brief is based. 

• Targeted audiences: Mainly Political decision makers, policy decision makers, planners 
and media 

• Language: simple language (avoid technical words or jargons) and short sentences. 
• Outline of the policy brief as:  

1. Title: the title of the policy brief must be short and representative of the key findings, 
memorable, and attractive to catch the attention of the readers.  

2. Introduction/context: it includes an overview of the problem context and purpose of the 
policy brief and explain the importance of the policy issue and presents the research into 
a context. It should generally be one to two paragraphs. 

3. Key messages: these are succinct extracts from the research and targeted to convince the 
policy makers to facilitate necessity of policy action/reform. 

4. Methodology and definitions: briefly present the procedure of developing the policy 
brief in an easy way to make it understandable to all general readers. They explain the 
methodology used to draw results (for example synthesis of existing research, literature 
review or empirical research). They define important terms used in the policy brief to 
make it reader friendly 

5. Main issues emerged: presents the major issues and concerns of the current policy and 
explains different possible options to address the policy issue. 
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6. Conclusions: presents the major findings with detailed explanation regarding the 
concrete steps to be taken. 

7. Policy options and recommendations: these should derive logically from the conclusions 
of the research and a meticulous consideration for the course of action. 

8. Reference:  
9. In addition, a policy brief may contain the following content:  

• Boxes and sidebars  
• Cases  
• Tables  
• Graphics  
• Photographs 
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11. Guidelines for Perspective Policy Paper 
October 2020 

 

 

A. Purpose and context 

A perspective policy paper is a special kind of writing by an expert with in-depth knowledge and 
wide experience in the area the paper covers, to explain, elaborate, or generate knowledge 
foundation on the issue, subject, and theme deemed important and commissioned by the Policy 
Research Institute to a qualified expert for writing. The perspective policy paper is an output of 
the author's knowledge, experience, and reflection on the issue, and may contain the author's 
previous works, information from secondary sources, and author's reflection and opinion, and is 
about 10,000 words in length in general. This may vary depending on the complexity of the 
topic. 

Since a perspective policy paper by an invited author is meant primarily for sharing knowledge, 
PRI encourages the author to share any rare original literature with PRI Public Policy Resource 
Center for the enrichment of the resource center and for the purpose of corroboration and 
authentication as well. 

B. Tentative content to be covered in the perspective paper   

Generally, the content will cover the following until and unless agreed differently: 

1. Part one: Current state of arts on the topic under analysis/investigation covering critical 
review of concepts, approaches, trends, achievements, gaps (in knowledge and practices) 
weaknesses/constraints and lessons learnt 

2. Part two: Outlook of topic under analysis/investigation including visioning, concepts, 
approaches, strategies, institutional setup (bureaucracy), emerging debates, potential 
challenges 

3. Part three: Possible ways of engagement and or contribution of PRI in topic under 
analysis/investigation for improvement (to address the issues of part one and part 2) with 
special reference to policy (in what areas, where to focus, how to proceed, etc.),    
 

C. Possible authors  
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Well known experts, or experienced practitioners, public policy analysts other publicly relevant 
persons recommended by PRI senior members who can substantially contribute to the topic 
under analysis/investigation.  

D. Procedure 

The following procedure will be followed to commission the writing of a policy perspective 
paper. 

1. Invitation – Policy Research Institute will select a topic and invite an expert in the field of 
the topic selected. 

2. Negotiation and agreement – Policy Research Institute and the expert will mutually 
decide the scope and the length of the work. Policy Research Institute will determine the 
actual amount of remuneration within the defined limit of 75 thousand to 150 thousand 
depending upon the gravity of the topic, urgency in terms of time frame, length of the 
paper and degree of experiences. 

3. The author will submit a draft paper within the agreed deadline. 
4. Policy Research Institute may review/comment on the draft and will share it with the 

author. 
5. The author submits the final draft of the paper. 
6. Policy Research Institute may request the author to present the summary of the work at 

the Public Policy Dialog Forum or any other forum/body. 
7. Remuneration is paid.  

 

E. Suggested format of the paper 

Though it is not compulsory and depending on the expertise of authors PRI will request to 
organized the paper in the following format where feasible 

1. Cover Page 
• Title of the Paper 
• Name of the Author 
• Affiliation/Address of the Author 
• Date of Submission: 
• Submitted to:  

Policy Research Institute 
Sano Gaucharan, Kathmandu 

 
2. Front Matter 

• Front Flyleaf (blank page without pagination) 
• Title Page 

o Title of Research 
o Name of the Author 
o Address of the Author 
o Date of Submission: 
o Submitted to:  

Policy Research Institute 
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Sano Gaucharan, Kathmandu 
• Acknowledgments (if any) 
• Table of Contents 
• List of Figures  
• List of Tables  
• Appendix(es)  
• Other Lists (maps, glossary, acronyms) 
• Preface 

 
3. Main Body 

1) Executive Summary 
2) Background 
3) Scope and Objectives 
4) Method/Procedure/Approach 
5) Findings (including subheadings preferably organized according to the objectives) 
6) Conclusions 
7) Recommendations 
8) About Author 

 
4. References 
 

PRI follows the APA style, 7th edition for in-text citation as well as References. For reports 
in English language, Devanagari characters must be transliterated into Latin characters using 
ISO-15919 standard. For reports in Nepali language, reference can be in mixed characters 
(Devanagari and Latin). In case of reference in Devanagari characters, author’s first name 
and middle name must not be abbreviated. All other elements must follow APA 7th Edition 
style.   
 
Where necessary, PRI will provide assistance to the authors of Perspective Paper for using 
recommended formatting style. 
 
5. Appendixes 
 
All data that are part of the report but cannot be placed in the main body – due to their length, 
detail, or of supplementary nature – should be organized as Appendixes at the end of the 
report. Important raw data can also be placed in the Appendix. Raw data of a longer length 
can be submitted as a separate file. 

 
6. Back Flyleaf (introduction of PRI in the lower part of the page) 

 

F. Suggested text formatting 

 

1. Pagination 
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a. The front matter should be paginated in Roman lowercase letters (i, ii …) 

b. The main body and Appendixes should be paginated in Arabic numbers (1, 2 …) 

2. Spacing 

a. The spacing of the text of Executive Summary, Acknowledgement, and Main Body 
should be 1.5. Table of Contents should be double spaced. 

b. Title Page, Approval Page, and Table of Contents should follow the guidelines as 
described above and below. 

c. The reference, list of figures, list of tables, and tables in the main text or appendixes 
should be single-spaced. 

d. The title should be single-spaced if more than one line. The title should be separated from 
the first chapter by three single spaces. 

e. For second and subsequent chapters, the main heading starts at three single spaces from 
the top and the text starts after two single spaces below the main heading 

f. The first subheading in each chapter starts after two single spaces.   

3. Font and Margin:  

a. Font and size: Use Times New Roman (12 points). The margin should be as follows: left: 
1.5 inches; top, bottom, and right 1.0 inch. 

b. Bold, Underline, and Centering: Italics should be used for Nepali terminologies, with 
definitions where necessary. Chapter number and name of the chapter (e.g., CHAPTER 
TWO and REVIEW OF) should be at the centre in uppercase letters. All the headings and 
subheadings should be bold and be on the left with Title Case letter. The second main 
heading should also be on the left with the Title Case letter.   

4. Table format:  

A table in the text or appendix should have its Title and Number of Tables such as table-1, 2, etc. 
If the table is taken from another source, indicate the source at the bottom in the following APA 
format. 

 


